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INSIDE ABC correspondent visits LU
By MclimJa Fleming and BPI Murray

• MAKING A RUN FOR IT M e m b e r s
of the LU track and field team
participate In
the Penn
Relays in
Philadelphia.
See page 12.
• ANNUAL
AWARDS CEREMONY WINNERS.

Check out
who won
awards in each department. See
page 5.
• LOVIN'
THAT
LIBERTY
YEAR Photo
spread
reminises
on a few of
the year's
memorable
events. See

A television news legend made an
appearance in DeMoss 160/161 on
Thursday. Sam Donaldson visited campus and recounted his life story, told of
how he got started in the television news
industry and gave advice to aspiring professionals.
"If you get in any business you have to
make It your occupation, your preoccupation, your passion, your love, If you're
going to realty be successful in terms of
worldly success," Donaldson said.
Donaldson, 66, came to Liberty's
campus to tape an interview with LU
Chancellor, Dr. Jerry Falwell on Fahvell's
talk show, "Listen America."
The three-time Emmy-winning Journalist began his lecture with a summary
of his beginnings in New Mexico, which
he compared to the humble beginnings
of Dr. Falwell.

MATT HJEMBO

TEACHING THE ABC'S — ABC news personality Sam Donaldson tells LU students and faculty of his humble beginnings and his trip to fame Thursday in DeMoss Hall 1 6 0 / 1 6 1 .

Donaldson said that one unforgettable memory of his military career
occurred when an atomic bomb was detonated only 3,000 yards away from him.

By Chris Edwards, reporter

• GRADUATION PREVIEW Life!

looks at this year's gradutation
ceremonies, and a reflection ori
those who have gone before us.
See page 7.
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• TUESDAY

Isolated T-storms.
High: 74

JJ Low: 50
• WEDNESDAY

Partly cloudy.
High: 77
Low: 53

\
i

• THURSDAY

Partly cloudy.
High: 77
Low: 55

• FRIDAY

Partly cloudy.
High: 81
Low: 57
• SATURDAY

Partly cloudy.
High: 82
Low: 52

ABOUT
• AN EVENING OF ELEGANCE
2000: The Virginia School of
the Arts will present its 11th
annual performance May 13 at
7:30 p.m. at the E.C. Glass
Auditorium. For tickets call
(804) 847-8688.
• CONCERT: Winans Phase 2
with Ralderz of the Lost and
DeVine will be in concert May 5
at 9 p.m. They will perform at
the Planet Rock Sanctuary at
Rock Church on Kempsville
Road In Virginia Beach. General
seating is $10 and reserved
seating is $15. Call the M1SO
office at ext. 2688 or DJ Jordan
at 239-9975.
• KING'S FEST: Newsboys, Jars of
Clay, FFH, Avalon, Delirious,
Supertones. Crystal Lewis, Stereo
Deluxx, Deluxetone Rockets and
Steven Curtis Chapman will perform at King's Dominion July 6-8.
For information on individual tickets call (804) 262-8100. For group
tickets call (804) 876-5561.
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Former Liberty soccer star Gary
Ricketts will face a return to his
native Jamaica on August 14 if a place
for him in a rehabilitation center cannot be found.
Goodwin said Friday that Ricketts,
who was paralyzed in a one-car accident last fall, has one more chance at
admission to a rehab center. But first,
the staff at the University of Virginia.
Medical Center has asked to evaluate
Ricketts.
The President's Office has agreed to
use donations to fund an ambulance
ride from Roaknoke to UVa. The cost
is $400. It's a minor amount for some.
But, Ricketts, 24. and Goodwin, 26,
have struggled for five months to find
a rehab center. And the pair has great
financial difficulty. He has no insurance. Four Institutions have denied
him care because he is not an American citizen. UVa. is his final option.
"Gary has gotten his hopes up
about UVa. This is his last resort. If he
doesn't get In here, he has to go back
(to Jamaica). And he will not survive,"
Goodwin said.
Ricketts was travelling to Atlanta
with current LU student Steve
Mitchell, a member of the soccer team,
when the one-car accident happened
Just after last September 19 midnight
in Reidsville, N.C.
In the accident, Ricketts' spinal
cord was crushed and his neck was
broken, reports said. The fifth and
sixth vertebrae In his spinal cord were

T h a t was the high point, I think, of
my military career," Donaldson said.
Please see DONALDSON, page 3

Boyer set
to lead
Student
Life

Soccer star finds

page 2.

OUT&

As a teenager in New Mexico, Donaldson attended a military school where he
was known for his misbehavior.
"I thought the world was created for
me," Donaldson said.
During his second year In military
school, Donaldson re-evaluated his
thinking on life.
"At some point, something happens.
It's like a button comes on," Donaldson
said.
After military school, Donaldson
attended Texas Western, which is now
known as the University of Texas-El
Paso. While earning his degree in
telecommunications, he began his
broadcast career as the disc jockey at
KEPO, a radio station located in El Paso.
When his college career ended, he
once again returned to his military background. Donaldson spent two and a half
years in the Air Defense Command at
Fort Bliss, Texas.

By Angela Nelson, news editor

COURTESY OP SPORTS INFORMATION

BETTER DAYS — Former Liberty soccer standout Gary Ricketts works the field during his playing days for the Flames. He was paralyzed in a car accident last fall.

chipped. Mitchell broke his leg and his
arm was fractured, but he has recovr
ered.
Currently Ricketts has been without a rehabilitation facility for five
months. His return to Jamaica will be
without medical care and limited family. His only relative is a grandmother,
who is raising Ricketts' brother and
cousin. She struggles to put food on
the table, Goodwin said.
Goodwin has been working four

days per week at Applebee's, supporting Ricketts with her sole source of
income. She has cared for Ricketts
since he was discharged from the hospital in December. They cannotafford
home care, nurses ot therapy at
home. Any progress he made in the
hospital has gone.
"We don't have nurses, we don't
have anybody in the house to help me.
Please see RICKETTS, page 5

Liberty University has announced that
Jeffrey Boyer will be the replacement for
outgoing Dean of Student Life, Michael
Stewart. Boyer's new title will be the
Director of Student
Life.
A 1999 graduate of Liberty University, Boyer, has
been involved in
every aspect of
student life during
his years at Liberty. Last year,
Boyer held the
BOYER
position of director of student activities,
and he will now be in charge of Student
Life.
T h e unique thing that Jeff brings to
the table is the fact that he's worked in
every area of Student Life as a student,"
Stewart said. "He knows (the job) better
than anybody who's ever been employed
In our department, to my knowledge."
Student Life is in charge of the supervising, planning, and promotion of intramural sports, student activities, David's
Place and The Hangar. The organization
is comprised of three full-time members,
Please see BOYER, page 2

Whartons give computers to The Light'
By Kelly Kinzey, reporter

The campus radio station, 90.9 FM
"The Light," recently received four new
Dell computers from two LU family members, Jim and Ann Wharton.
The Whartons have both been
Involved with Liberty for many years.
Mrs. Wharton, a long time faculty member who retired in 1998, served as
adviser to the Champion and Mr. Wharton Is a board member for the Liberty
University Athletic Association.
Jamie Hall, manager of the station,
said Mr. and Mrs. Wharton have done a
lot for the university.
"The computers are truly a blessing,"
Hall said. "We basically went from one
century to the next."
Two of the computers will be used in
the audio lab. They are available for the
students to use for classwork. They are
also Internet connected and will mainly
be used for editing.
The other two computers will be used
for on-air time and in the production
room. The computer in the production

room will eventually run automation.
This will allow the station to enter a
program that will run music and spots
while there is no one at the station.
This computer will also be able to
produce radio spots digitally instead of
using an analog system. It also has a
CD burner which will act as a back-up
for any lost material.
Along with the computers, the
Whartons also donated software for
the computers. This software will be
used to run automation and to do production.
Chris Wygal, who works in the production room said that one of the programs is called CoolEdlL
This software Is easy to use," Wygal
said.
Both of these computers will be networked to each other, that way information can be transferred between them.
The original dedication service
scheduled for Thursday was postponed
because of Mr. Wharton's recent heart
surgery. It will be rescheduled for the
fall.

*

Missing LU
girl found
By Bil Murray, editor in chief

JESSICA PETERSON

20th CENTURY HERE WE COME— 'The Light
modernizes its station, courtesy of donation.

The search for a missing Liberty
University student ended Sunday
afternoon when she was found
unharmed at the off-campus residence of a friend.
After Stephanie James, 23,
missed curfew last Tuesday and then
failed to return a family phone call
Wednesday, the Liberty University
Police Department began looking into
her disappearance.
James, it turns out, had taken a
bus to Tennessee and had Just
returned Sunday, shortly before
being found.
Finding James was a relief to
LUPD Police Chief, Don Sloan, who ,
said he can sleep better now that she
has been located.
"Our prayer was that she would be
found safe, and she was," Sloan said.

May 2, 1 9 9 9
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Boyer: Goal to
build student union

LOOKING BACK: Snapshots of the Year in Review

Continued from page 1
staff of about 30 student workers and about 125 Christian
service workers, which Boyer
will now be In charge of.
"The purpose of student life
has always been to provide an
atmosphere on campus that is
conducive to spiritual and academic growth," Stewart said.
"The idea (is) that student life can
create an atmosphere on campus
that allows students to be better
students academically and better
students spiritually by providing
recreational events."
"I love Liberty," Boyer said.
"Less than a year ago, I really had
no plans or intentions of being at
Liberty and working full time, and
now It's all I can think of. I definitely want a long future and a
long career here at Liberty."
Boyer said his number one
goal as Director of Student Life is
to build a student union center.
Possible locations Include the
area across from HWY 460,
behind the Vines Center or In
place of the tennis courts and the
Schilling Center.
"The one thing I would say I
regret by not being able to accomplish in my 10 years here is to
build a student center," Stewart
said. "And Jeff walks In and the
number one thing he wants to
accomplish is to rebuild the student center, so I think that says
volumes to where he knows my
desires and my heart and what
we spent our ten years doing to
dove-tail right into that"
"He's (Jeff) a man of Integrity
and a man of character," Dean of
Students Greg Dowell said.
"Even though he is a young man,
he's come In as sort of a ball of
fire."
Boyer's key verse for student
life is Deuteronomy 28:13 which
says, "If you pay attention to the
commands of the Lord your God
that I give you this day and carefully follow them, you will always
be at the top, never at the bottom."
"That's really going to be our
theme at student life," Boyer said.
"We want to continue In the tradition of excellence that Mike (Stewart) has had."

MATTHJEMBO

JOHN FISHER

tor 9 will forgive their iniquity,
and 9 mill remember their sin no more.
geremwb31:34cJ<ffcV

Now is your chance to
design a page in
this year's Selah!

Congrats to
all our
graduating
friends!
-Janell,
Brooke, and

Get your 1999-2000
yearbook from your
Hall Senators for only $10.

The half with the highest
number of sales gets to
design their very own page!!!

Amnesty
Week
This is a call for all those dishes,
silverware, etc. that are at large in
the L.U. community. These items
can be returned beginning April
25 th by the cashier in the
Reber/Thomas Dining Hall.

No penalty, no questions

Allison
Call the Yearbook office
@2206 for more Info.

Tliaukyou
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Library adds student art exhibit

O'Neills b
move to
lead
UFM
By Angela Nelson, news editor

Dr. Jim and Sterling O'Neill
are stepping down from the missions department and moving to
Pennsylvania to take over the
leadership of the Unevangellsed
Field Missions (UFM) program.
Dr. O'Neill Is Liberty's Director of the Center for World Missions. He teaches the majority
of Liberty's missions classes.
His wife, Mrs. O'Neill, teaches
the Women in Missions class
and heads the women's feast
during missions emphasis week.
"Our leaving Is bitter-sweet,"
said Mrs. O'Neill. "We will grieve
over leaving students, but we're
excited over what God has called
us to."
The O'Neill's and their four
children, Kelll, Shawna, Shane,
and Tiffany are moving to
Philadelphia, Penn. this summer.
Dr. O'Neill will be the new
president of UFM, where he will
lead and direct the mission in
casting a vision.
Dr. O'Neill said that UFM is a
75-year old mission board that
Is committed to church planting
and theological training for pastors of the nations. UFM has
700 missionaries that minister
to 45 different people groups
throughout the world.
Dr. and Mrs. O'Neill both
graduated from Liberty in the
early 80's. Dr. O'Neill majored

By Kristin Ruckd, reporter

COURTESY OF THE O'NEILL'S

LEAVING — Jim and Stering O'Neill
prepare to move to UFM in Penn.

In Pastoral Studies and Mrs.
O'Neill majored In Christian
Ministries. After graduating,
they felt called to the mission
field. In 1982, they moved to the
Philippines to become Involved
in church planting there.
Thirteen years and four children later, the O'Neills left the
Philippines and came to teach at
Liberty, where they have been
for the past five years.
Now, there are over 10
churches and 10 church
planters raised up to go out to
serve in the Philippines, as a
result of their team's work.
"We have been most blessed
to see in our five yeas here (at
Liberty), that we have seen
1,000 students called to missions," Dr. O'Neill said.
Both Dr. and Mrs. O'Neill
share the same desire for their
students here at Liberty—that
they would worship God and see
the church planted among the
nations.
"What I will miss the most
here are the students and their
passion and zealousness for life
and conquering the world," Mrs.
O'Neill said. "John said in III
John 1:4, 'I have no greater joy
than to hear that my children
walk In truth.'"

Students who have visited the
library lately have noticed the colorful art created by Liberty students that has been placed on the
walls of the library.
"I have noticed the new art in
the library. I am glad someone
finally decided to display some
art," Nicole Todd, a senior, said.
"Other libraries seem to have
art displays (so) it is nice to see
that Liberty Is trying to make a
start In that direction," student
Lori Barber said.
Jennifer Lee Wegner is the
graduating senior responsible for
the change In scenery in the
library.
"Something needed to be done
with art around campus. I
wanted to get involved In a positive way," Wegner said. "I believe
art is a gift that is a form of worship, and creativity is a huge
attribute of God."
Wegner began by placing flyers
around campus and making
announcements In convocation
for any students interested In

placing art on display.
When students began to show
an Interest In displaying their art,
permission for the art to be hung
was granted by the Dean of
Library Services, Dave Barnett
and EDP Librarian, Diane Sullivan.
"Occasionally we will get art
donations from various donors to
add to the library," Barnett said.
But the lack of recent donations is
what brought on J. Lee's Interest
In displaying student art.
Several of the works have
gained attention from students. A
large charcoal drawing by Steven
B. Turchln in homage of Mlchaelangelo's "Pleta" is on the wall by
the computers In the library.
Leah Peeks is also one of the
artist whose work is displayed in
the Periodical room. Among
Peek's drawings is an Interesting
piece of art which she has named,
"the day she broke high-E." It Is
made out of Acrylic on foam board
with guitar strings.
"I like the creativity that
Leah uses," Heather Orange
said. "It really shows her

LAUREN ADARE

A MASTERPIECE IN PROGRESS—Liberty students gather around to admire
the new student art exhibit in the Pierre A. Guillerman Library

creative personality."
Students may submit their art
to be placed In the library, and
anything from drawings, paintings, sculptures, and photographs may be submitted.
Art that is approved is hung on
the library wall with a card stating
the artist's name, the title of their
work, and the media used.

Although the Library does not
have the budget to supply the art,
they have been very helpful to
Wegner who will graduate In May.
Wegner would love to see other
students have the same interest
she has and take on the feat of
adding the life of art to the walls of
the library.

Donaldson: Packed DeMoss Hall 160/161 Thursday
Continued from page 1

After his military career ended in 1959,
Donaldson began looking for work. While in
Dallas, Texas, he saw an ad in a newspaper
seeking a writer for a political book. The
author of this book was none other than H.L.
Hunt—then the owner of H.L. Hunt Oil Company and the richest man in the world.
Donaldson met Hunt for an interview.
While there, Donaldson said he noticed Hunt's
somewhat shabby appearance.
"He (Hunt) literally had, a brown bag on his
desk which he had brought from home with a
sandwich for his lunch," Donaldson said
Hunt asked Donaldson during the interview, "How cheap will you work?" Donaldson
did not give a straightforward answer, but

rather informed Hunt that he would work for
whatever the oil tycoon thought he was worth.
Donaldson said this answer did not
impress Hunt and consequently cost him the
Job.
Hunt's secretary Informed Donaldson, "A
man who does not know his own worth, is not
someone he (Hunt) wants to hire."
Donaldson then decided to leave Texas and
head to New York to begin his broadcast television career. After several jobs at smaller local
television station, Donaldson was offered a
position with ABC. In 1967, after turning ABC
down twice, Donaldson finally negotiated his
way Into being the network's Washington correspondent.
Since then, Donaldson has become a legend In his field. He has held many positions at

ABC including White House Chief Correspondent as well as co-host of "Primetime Live."
Donaldson now acts as co-host of the Sunday
morning political news program, "This Week
with Sam Donaldson and Cokle Roberts."
Donaldson's career humbly began in radio
but has now moved into cyberspace with his
dally Web cast called, "Sam Donaldson @
ABCNews.com." This new venture makes the
ABC journalist the first host of a daily news
show on the Web.
The legendary news Journalist attributed
his climb to becoming one of America's highest-paid television news personalities to his
strong work ethic.
"People are a lot smarter than I am and better looking than I am, but I was willing to work
harder than they were," Donaldson said
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Learn how to find out what's wrong in your
relationships, and how to make them work.
Check out Boundaries In Dating, a brand
new book about sex, love and dating. Ask
for it at your favorite bookstore today!

NjjjZond crvan

Got a dating nightmare of your own? Tell us about it — and read what others have experienced — at www.Zondervan.com/DaUng
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Kostiew passes the gavel at SGA senate

U.S. aircraft bombed Iraqi air defenses Tuesday after coming
under fire while patrolling a no-fly zone In the north. Planes
from the Joint U.S.-Britlsh force had come under Iraqi anti-aircraft fire while patrolling near the town of Bashlqah.
Such bombing Incidents have been frequent since December
1998 when the Iraqi government vowed to repel the patrols,
calling them a violation of its sovereignty.
The no-fly zone above the 36th parallel In north Iraq was set
up after the 1991 Gulf War to protect the mainly Kurdish population there from aerial attacks by Iraqi government forces.

Seven shot at National Zoo
A 16-year-old boy has been charged in Tuesday's shooting
at the National Zoo in which seven children were shot. Two
groups of youths had clashed before zoo police made a "couple"
of arrests.
The rival groups then took up positions on opposite sides
outside the zoo's main gate. They began throwing bottles at
each other until the suspect, Antolne Jones pulled a gun and
began firing Into the crowd.
Of the seven children injured, an 11-year-old boy remains In
critical condition after being shot In the head. Jones is charged
with assault with the intent to commit murder.

•• For the first time in
members of SGA history, I saw a
team, a group of individuals who are dedicated to advance while
remaining in harmony.
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On Wednesday, authorities released videotapes taken
moments after the Columbine shooting. The nearly threehour tape, set to a pop music soundtrack, was mostly shot
by firefighters.
It also includes aerial footage taken by TV news teams
that showed wounded and slain students outside
Columbine. Authorities are charging $25 for each tape and
have not announced what the money will be used for.

New York City mayor, Rudolph Giuliani, 55, announced
Thursday he has prostate cancer, but said the outlook looks
hopeful. A biopsy was performed on the mayor Wednesday
after a screening test indicated the biopsy was necessary.
Treatment options have not yet been decided.
Giuliani's father died of prostate cancer several years ago,
before the discovery of modern screening tests which can
find the disease much earlier.
The mayor has said he would like to continue his campaign for U.S. Senate against First Lady Hillary Clinton, but
Is unsure how much the cancer treatments will interfere
with such plans. He has also received support from his
allies, including Arizona Sen. John McCain.
McCain has offered to assist Gullianl in any way—including standing in for him at campaign events—so that the
mayor's race against Clinton can continue uninterrupted.
Guiliani has said he will announce in the next few weeks
whether or not he will remain a candidate for Senate.
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{Need Space???
Do you need somewhere to Call Doug
store your stuff this summer?
.
o rl a n
We'll keep it for you so you
don't have to drag it home. @3420 for

All summer for only $60.
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C A R O L I N A

Seeking STAFF with deep
commitment to CHRIST.
Ccoks. Reek Climbing. Horseback
Riding. Mountain Biking. Tennis.
White Waimr Canoeing.
Life Ouard. Field Sports. Arts.
Backpacking. VJflery. fi\OR£.
2500 Morgan Miil Rd, rrevard hC 28712
(828) 884-6834
kahdalea@citcom.net • www.kahdalea.com

Want us to pay your school bill?
Earn $$$ to pay school bills...extra spending money!

INS ERVIC E
A M E R I C A

CALL
316 - 7437

Customer service specialists;
National Ministries
Service organizations
Internet retail
Local year-round students, staff and faculty are
encouraged to apply
Permanent part-time and full-time opportunities

Layers of
ziti and spaghetti
topped with cheese
and baked
lasagna style
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FREE SOFT DRINK
U'll/i purchase of any SuBjA^iftvO'
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LIMITED TIME ONLY

SPAGHETTI COMBO
MEAL 1 9 9

SPAGHETTI DOUBLE
DEAL '5.99

Includes small Spaglietti with Tomato or
Meal Saua, Garden Salad b Soft Drink.

Indudes 2 regular Spaghetti Dinners
with Tomato or Meat Saua.

LYNCHBURG 2629 W u t b R d / H w r 832-1200
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Your textbooks have their
highest resale value during
finals week.
Drop by during finals and
get the most bucks for your
books!

If your professor is using the
same textbook next semester, in most cases, w e will
buy it back. For more info
on which books are being
bought come by the store.

M-F Exam Week
9am - 4pm
Outside Your
campus
Bookstore

care

U.S. bombs Iraq

Student Senate said goodbye to
one of its leaders, and welcomed a
new one at the Thursday session.
Michael Kostlew, SGA Vice President, passed the gavel to Nathan
Cooper for the 2000-2001 school
year.
Before Kostfcw*s farewell speech,
Chaplain Roscoe Lilly paid tribute to
his friend. "One thing that amazes
me about Mike is that he Is someone
that knows so much about things:
Parliament, about government, but
yet his knowledge for the word of
God, his hunger and his thirst was
never done. He's always eager to
learn new things," Lilly said.
Lilly also urged all members of
Senate to thank Kostlew for all of the
work he's done.
Addressing Senate for the last
time, Kostlew thanked all that had
helped in making this administration one of selfless ambition. "For the
first time in SGA history I saw a
team, a group of Individuals who are

The bill passed with a standing vote.
The last bill discussed was the
Vacuum Replacement Act This bill,
authored by Sen. Brian Lilly, would
call for the university to allocate
money to buy new vacuum cleaners
for residence halls. It would also call
for anyone damaging the new vacuum cleaners to be held responsible
by paying damage penalties and
fees. The bill did not pass.
"There are not enough hard statistics for purchase of new vacuum
cleaners. I think there are too many
unanswered variables here," Sen.
Mike Detmer said.
For these bills to become university policy they must be signed by
Student Body President Chris Stewart, Dean of Students Greg Dowell,
Vice President for Student Affairs
Mark Hlne and President Borek
After presiding over his first Senate session, Nathan Cooper was very
hopeful about next year. He wants to
ensure that the student's voices are
heard and wants to see the senators
more unified and with more proper
decorum.

1

From Champion Resources
By D.J. Wright

By Diana BcM,asstncws editor
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nalupdate

was the Floral Shop Parking Space
Act This bill, authored by Sen.
Michael See and Sen. John Iindauere, would move the parking
spaces used by Holiday House, at
the Intersection of Liberty Lane and
Eagle Run,
to the next
available
spaces.
This bill
SGA to be
also
calls for
humble.
the crossThe session
walk on Libwas then
erty Lane to
business as
be widened.
usual.
LUPD Chief
Jeremy
Don Sloan
Miller, Sen-Michael Kostiew sponsored
ate liaison
thebilLIt
SGA Vice President
for Presipassed
with
dent Chris
___^^__^—1^^^_
a
standing
Stewart,
vote.
updated members on what had
The second bill discussed was
occurred since their last session.
the
W.C. Act This bill, authored by
Dean Dowell signed the Student Fax
Sen.
Brandton Brown, would
Center bill, vetoed the Prayer Chapel
instruct
Building Services to offer
bill and also vetoed the Off Campus
disposable
toilet seat covers to all
Living Age bill.
campus and dormitory bathrooms.
One of three new bills discussed
dedicated to advance while remain
lng In harmony. I count myself
blessed to have served on that
team," Kostlew said.
Reminding them that "public
service has no room for ego,"
Kostiew
alsochal
lengedall
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Students honored at awards ceremonies
The foltowing are the recipients of awards and honors given at their respective ceremonies on April 28 and May 1

School of Business and Government

School of Communications
Academic Awards - Rnajhh
Hlfthtat Academic Achlcvtmsnl In English
Highest Academic Achievement In English Education
Outstanding Achievement In SpanMi
Outstanding Achievement In French
Academic Awarda - Commnnlcatlon Studlea
Outstanding Senior In Graphic Design
Outstanding Senior In Graphic Design
Outatandlng Senior In Graphic Design
Outatandlng Senior In Journalism
Outatandlng Senior In Journalism
Outstanding Senior In Speech Communication
Outstanding Senior In Speech Communication
Highest Acsdemlc Achievement In Speech Communlcstlon
Outstanding Senior In Media Management
Outstanding Senior In Broadcasting Production
Outstanding Academic Achievement In Advertlalng
Outstanding Senior In Public Relstlons
Outstanding Achievement In Debate
Outstanding Achievement In Debate

Sarab Johnson
KendraPuDa
Etza Peters
Beth White

Kimberly Qowder
Kstherine Rsube
Michael Ernest
Jessica Miller
Dorothy Stokes
Antbony Bonavlta
Kathryn Lehner
PaulHoyt
ConieLenu
Jonathan Blackburn
Randy Wenger
Leslee Noble
Michael TiOey
LeahPrazier

School Activity Awards
Outstanding Senior In Sports Broadcasting at WWMC "The Light"
Dave Kurtz
Outstanding Contribution to WWMC "The Ught"
Thor Larson
Outstanding News unci Documentary Production
Jonathan Blackburn
Outstanding Dramatic Production
Dave Cummlng*
Outatandlng Short Subject Production
Rachel Johnson
Outstanding Contribution to Selth
Anne Marshall
Outstanding Contribution to the AD Team
Randy Wenger
Outatandlng Contribution to the librrty Champion
Oris Edwards
Certincalea or Appreciation
Graphic Design
Karla Mueller
Rachel Johnson
Jenny Lee
Leah Peeks
Carrie Crisp

Aitam Watkins
Oiriitopbtr Winkler
David Woodall
Daniel Wiles
Jamie Sylces

Champion
Jessica Miller
Scott RomanosU

Matt HJerobo

English and Modern Languages
Katie Corcoran
Ian Stephens
Communication Studies
Chris Edwards
Jacqueline Resh

Jessica Bropby
(Catherine Raube

Rebecca Gilmore
Ryan Lane
Michael Wasch
Shotchiro Osawa
Richard Boyer
Melissa Puquay
Corynn Cross
Sheri Myers
Lacey Osman

Senior Honors
Christopher Copeland
David Davis
Grlsijan Igna
Lacey Osman
XinWang
Michael Wasch
Tito Zavala

Government
Business
Business
* Business
Business
Business
Business

Who's Who Among Students In
American Colleges and Universities
Nicholas Barela
David Davis
Steve Downing
Melissa Puquay
Rebecca Gilmore
UndaKlzUn

Ryan Lane
Alain Mengueme
Katrina Marshall
Lacey Osman
Stephen Ward
Tito Zavala

College of Arts and Sciences
Parish Ritsentbaler
Matthew Walters

Who's Who Among Student* In
American Colleges and University
Miriam Anderson

Rebecca Gilmore
Daniel Tuckwi tier

Elaine Pecore

Video Production Lab
Dan-ell Jordan
Jenny Lee

Myles "Mac" Lawbora
Ivan Leon

MatlHjembo
Patrick Tart
Melissa Brown
Jon Rentier

Bobby Smith Award
Accounting Department
Summa Cum Laude
Summa Cum taude
Virginia Society of CPA Award
Snmma Cum Laude
Bco., Fin., and MIS Department
Sumrna Cum Laude
Stone man Award
Magns Cum Laude
Management Award
Cum Laude
GoTcrnment Award
Magna Cum Laude
Surnma Cum Laude
Magna Cum Laude
Marketing Award
Summa Cum Laude
Summa Cum Laude

Neal Mustard

PaulHoyt

Department of Biology and Chemistry
Biology Student or the Year

Jennifer Rice
Rachel Sergeant

Department of Fine Arts
Keyboard Student of the year
Instrumental Student of the Year
Vocal Student of the Year
Music Student of the Yesr

liitomi Harada
Michael Strader
Megan Owen
Kerne George

Department of Health Sciences
Professional Quality Achievement Award

Department of History
Outstanding History Student of the Year
The Clifford F. PJst Phi Alpha Theta Book Award

School of Education
President's Award for Teaching Excellence
Commonwealth Scholar Award
Outstanding Woman Scholar
Education Award Delta Kappa
Gamma Society International

Drench Bonheim
Shannon Morrison
Shannon Morrison
Shannon Morrison
Angela Kraje

Charity Crowder
Natalie Fyock
Leslie Rawls

Michael Hudson
ChadForcey

Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
2000 Computer Science Award
Daniel McCollum
2000 Mathematics Award
Sean Bunt
Nathan Iain
2000 Freshman Mathematics Award
Department of Nursing

Sports Science Awards
Senior Honors Thesis
Exercise Science Award
Physical Education Award
Sport Management Award

Wendy Skinner

Department of Family and Consumer Sciences
Outstanding Family and Consumer Sciences Student of the Year
Highest Academic Achievement Award

Heather Howell
KenKirschner
Jeremy Chunderlek
Kimberly Reeves

Highest Academic Award
Student Nurse of the Year

Michelle Carter
Teresa Vlgnali

Department of Psychology
Outstanding Psychology Student of the Year Award

Jonathan Minter

Ricketts:

Paralized player
needs ambulance ride to UVa.
Continued from page 1
I can maintenance him. But I can't
rehabilitate him. He's laid here and
he's lost his range of motion,"
Goodwin said.
LU students Panthera Seymour
and Mitchell have taken up his
cause here on campus, keeping in
contact with Goodwin and relaying
updates to friends in Lynchburg.
Seymour echoed some of the same
sentiments as Goodwin as she
struggles to find a solution to
Ricketts' difficulty.
"They are going to send him back
to Jamaica so the hospitals there can
recommend to send him back here.
He's not a U.S. citizen, so they think
the Jamaican government should
deal with it, not the U.S." Seymour
said.
"If he goes back home, his grandmother is all he has and she can't
afford (care for him)... there's no way.
That's why we are really trying to get
him into rehab before they send him
back," Seymour said.
After the accident, Ricketts was
hospitalized in Winston-Salem, N.C.,
before being transferred to the
Roanoke area. During that time,
Ricketts began to improve. But, he
was released from the Lewis-Gale
Medical Center in Salem last December.
Mitchell said the reason Ricketts
left Lewis-Gale was because of a policy at Woodrow Wilson Medical Center, the rehabilitation facility chosen
for Ricketts. The policy states that if
patients want to gain acceptance,
they have to be discharged from the
hospital for one month. Once they
reviewed his case, Ricketts was
denied because he was not a U.S. citizen and had no insurance, according
to Mitchell.
"If it had not been for their policy,
he would still be at Lewis-Gale,"
Mitchell said.

Now that he has been away from
the hospital, Ricketts' condition has
worsened.
His voice is barely a whisper due to
complications from a tracheotomy
operation early in his hospitalization.
While in the hospital, Ricketts could
move his arms forward. Now, however, that ability has decreased.
"After the accident, he was admitted to the hospital. They kind of
messed up on the operation that they,
did on him ... so he can't speak well
right now. They (Gary's family) were
going to sue the hospital, but the hospital said we are going to release you
from here but the rehab center agreed
that they were going to take him,"
said Seymour, who is also a member
of the LU track and field team.
"But after they looked at his status
and the fact that his insurance wasn't
going to cover the rehab center, they
said they weren't going to let him in."
Seymour was doubtful that Ricketts
would be able to return to the states
for treatment if sent back and called
for support from the LU family.
"We really need (to meet the) financial needs for Gary. But what we are
looking at is support. We need someone who is going to give Gary a good
recommendation to get into this
rehab center ... Right now, I think the
best thing we can do is turn to the
school."
nj

Seymour and Mitchell both said
the soccer program and its coaches
have been working hard on Ricketts'
case, but have had little success.
"We've talked to Coach Bell, and he
has tried everything. It seems like
nothing he is trying right now is working. The coaches are involved, and
they are trying everything also."
An extension on Ricketts' visa will
be impossible without a good word to
get him into a center, Seymour said.
"Unless he gets into a rehab center,
they (The Jamacian Embasy) cannot
do it (extend his visa)," Seymour said.

23,547 pizzas sold...
on our way to 25,000
When we sell our 25,000th pizza..
someone will WIN a

TV/VCR COMBO!
Contest Rules: Purchase any size pizza to enter.
Entries will be received until midnight May 4, 2000.
Winner chosenfroma drawing on May 5, 2000.

$6.99
Large One Topping Pizza
•
i,
•
•
•
•
•

add $2 for up to
four toppings
for the rest of this school year!
Offer valid thru May 10, ZOUU. ft-lce u i l u d a s l a s .

582-S-U-B-S
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Who controls the past controls
the future: who controls the
present controls the past.

inion
ion
Helping a Liberty family
member in need
As the semester comes to a close, most Liberty students are painfully
aware of the lack of cash they currently possess. While students scrape for
enough money to do another load of laundry, it's important we don't forget
those in need around us.
One figure in the Liberty family who is in need is former Liberty soccer star,
Gary Ricketts. Ricketts, who was paralyzed In a car accident in the fall
semester, is In desperate and immediate need of admission to a rehabilitation
clinic.
Four clinics have denied him access because he Is not an American citizen.
Ricketts is running out of time before having to go back to Jamaica.
The University of Virginia is willing to take Ricketts, but the cost of traveling there will be $4Q0. The president's office anounced Monday that with the
help of donations, they are going to pay the $400 for theambulance ride.
However, Ricketts, who has no insurance, still needs money to pay for the
care he will receive. His injuries will merit a lifetime amount of care and he
needs help.
Even in the final daysof the semester—when money i s a t Its tightest—
surely the student body can spare a few dollars for a former student in need.
Should you be Inclined, donations for Gary should be dropped off in the
Campus Pastor's Office.

The cultural evolution
of Liberty University
Liberty students should be impressed that Liberty is becoming more
interested In furthering the arts. Nowhere Is this more apparent than in
the library where some student paintings have been hung to decorate the
walls.
• As anyone who took Humanities 101 would know, cultures, once they
become civilized, design art to express themselves and their various
beliefs. Art is the result of a more developed civilization, so this is an
important leap forward for Liberty.
However, there Is still room to evolve. Something as simple as framing
the artwork would make the paintings look more professional. This In turn
would make the art more appealing, t h u s the library would be more
appealing. It seems this is the next logical step In the cultural evolution of
Liberty University.

Quotes of the week:
"Why do you look at the speck of sawdust In your brother's eye and pay
no attention to the plank in your own eye?"
Matthew 7:3
"Were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without newspapers, ornewspapers without a government, I should not hesitate a moment to prefer the latter."
-Thomas Jefferson
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-George Orwell from '1984'

Sentencing mistakes can be fatal
As a Government major, I am often
required to take classes that are based on
the criminal Justice system in America.
And while one can only take so much of
hearing about the atrocities that seem to
daily occur in our nation,
these classes remain
favorites of mine.
One such class that
has intrigued me is Government 497—a special
topics course—which this
semester has dealt with
the correctional programs
currently in place for
America's convicts. As
our instructor. Dr. Linda
Groome has constantly
reminded us throughout
the semester, incarcerating a felon is not
always die best form of punishment
The courts around the country seem to
agree. Citing high costs, space limitations
and the creation of an explosive environment, many states have chosen to either
develop alternative solutions to prisonstyle punishment or they have simply
begun to deliver slaps-on-the-wrist for
crimes that as recenuy as ten years ago
would have sent their perpetrators to
prison.
The first alternative to sending our convicts to prison—namely, creative sentences such as treatment centers, house
arrest and probation— is not that bad an
idea. Often times, especially in the case of
non-violent offenders, a person convicted
of a crime will use the opportunities
afforded them through alternative punish-

ment to better him or herself. However,
when such relaxed approaches are used in
dealing with habitual offenders, the problems will most likely only escalate.
Take for instance a recent sentencing in
Stockton, Calif. Manuel
Castillo, a 25-year-old
former construction
worker, faced charges
this past February for
allegedly driving under
the influence. For the
fourth time in the last
two years, Castillo was
convicted of the crime.
Judge John Cruikshank handed Castillo
a sentence of 240 days
in the county jail—
which, while a relatively short amount of
time, apparently was deemed adequate
because Castillo remained sober during
the course of his trial. Still, rather than
being immediately carted off to Jail,
Castillo was given a two-month grace
period by Judge Cruishank so that he
could settle his affairs and complete a
treatment program in which he was
involved.

illfmurray

Consequently, Castillo has been driving
around California for the past two months
as if he had never been convicted of any
crime, let alone his fourth DUI. And, as he
has done at least four times in the past,
the repeat offender drove his truck while
"under the influence." This time the
results were more than a dented fender
and a knocked-over telephone pole.
As Castillo was traveling California's

highways, so were Masako Saenz and her
son, 5-year-old Manuel Saenz. As Castillo
who, according to police reports was
impaired from alcohol, made an illegal lefthand turn, he crashed into the Saenz duo.
The impact of the accident thrust the little
boy's head into the passenger-side door,
causing an injury that later led to his
death.
Now, as Castillo faces charges of murder and felony drunken driving, he will
possibly receive a sentence of 15 years to
life in prison.
The judge in his February DUI case has
refused to comment on his granting
Castillo the grace period and understandably so. While it is very easy to see the
need for these sentencing alternatives, giving someone who has repeatedly shown
themselves to be irresponsible behind the
wheel of an automobile freedoms such as
those imparted to Castillo, is an extremely
careless approach to the handling of criminals.
This case seems to be just another
example of how backward our Justice system can sometimes be. Still, I would hope
that any officers of the court—should they
hear of the Castillo case—won't be disheartened regarding the need for alternative sentencing. It is only a matter of time
before some in the profession begin to call
for an end to such sentencing practices.
However, contrary to what many hardline conservatives may think, we can't just
lock up every person who breaks the law.
Rather, the usage of creative sentences
needs to be explored, but used with more
care.

LU is only what its students are
I often hear students complain about
how Liberty treats its students like children. The students gripe about being
forced to be in by midnight, clean their
room, and attend convocation.
It's news like the recent food fight that
gives reason behind the actions of Liberty. Students engaged in a massive
event of tossing food at fellow students.
Maybe I Just don't understand since I
wasn't involved, but I thought food fights
were a thing relegated to junior high.
Apparently, I was wrong.
I heard a few students describing the
event in all of it's grotesque glory and I
was repulsed. There is absolutely no
excuse for such an immature display of
human nature.
One guy explained it to me saying that
Liberty applies so much stress on the
students, they can't help but cut loose
like that.
I guess I've not experienced enough
stress to be hurled over the edge of civilization.
I suppose the Marriott workers were
forced to clean up the horrid mess. I
don't know, but it seems to me that if I
had to clean up someone else's mess—
especially one as unnecessary as this
one—I wouldn't appreciate it.
If I had to clean up the mess that was
left after some students decided to reenact "Lord of the Files," I would view the
students I had just cleaned up after as
little more than filthy animals.
Why would I want to serve them with
quality? Why would I do my best for
them?
Some students complain about the

quality of food and the service received at students often behave in ways someone
the Marriott. Could there be a connection their age should not.
between the way the students act and the
Surely after 18 years or more on this
way the workers
planet, we've acquired the
act? It's just a
ability to sit in the same place
thought.
for about an hour.
Another examI understand that a 5ple of lousy behavyear-old gets the "wiggles"
ior can be found in
and can't sit still. I undera recent convocastand a 5-year-old gets tired
tion. In the not so
of using food for the purpose
distant past, the
of eating and they decide to
King's Players put
throw it. But you don't treat a
on a play that
5-year-old like a 20-year-old.
showed events in a
The 5-year-old isn't given the
family's life and
privileges granted to college
how they were connected.
students because that child wouldn't be
able to handle it.
As the small hand of the clock neared
the 11 and the big hand neared the 12,
Perhaps Liberty feels that way about
the Liberty student body neared the
the students. Perhaps Liberty feels that
exits.
freedoms need to be limited. I can underIt was close to the end of the play and
stand that a whole lot better than I can
some students began leaving. This was
understand the logic behind a food fight
an extremely rude act but not nearly as
or the logic behind disrupting a play.
rude as what many of the other remainAnother thought about this is that
ing students did.
Liberty is supposed to be a light—a witness—to the unsaved world. What kind
A large portion of the students still
ofwitnessisafoodfight? What kind of
present began clapping before the play
witness is disrupting a play?
was concluded. I don't know if they were
just trying to bring about the end of the
There are people on this campus who
play or they wanted to mess up the
aren't saved. They view Christians in a
actors' timing, but either way, it was not
negative light and they're looking for
an appropriate thing to do.
some truth. They're looking for someone
The members of the King's Players had to be an upright witness and what did
worked hard on their play and it went five the two events in question do to further
or 10 minutes over. It might be worth not- the name of Jesus?
ing that convocation doesn't officially get
Before students complain about Libout until 11:10. The play never went past
erty, I would urge them to remember that
that.
Liberty University is only what it's stuIt's another example of the way Liberty dents are.

KUP!
"I am Jumping into
youth ministry in
Florida."

-Mike Burak, Sr.
San Diego, Calif.
"Get married, be
fruitful and multiply."

—Ben Lashel, Sr.
Marlon, Ohio

djwright

What are your plans after
graduation?
"I'm moving to
Germany and
becoming a d.J."

"I'm taking an associate pastor position
outside Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania."

-Leah Peeks, Sr.
Johnson City, Tenn.

—John Reyes, Sr.
Miliord, Conn.
"Go back to the Great
White North."

-Mark Woof, Sr.
Ontario, Canada
Photos by Jessica Peterson
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picks of the week
• 4/27-5/12. - Student Art Exhibition.
Lynchburg College will be displaying student art work in the
Daura Gallery at Dillard Fine Arts Center. Monday-Friday, 9
a.m. - 2 p.m. For more information call 544-8343.

• 5/13. "An Evening of Elegance 2000."
The Virginia School of (he Arts presents the 11th annual "An
Evening of Elegance 2000" with international guest stars.
Saturday, May 15 at 7:30 p.m. (804) 847-8688.

• 5/12-5/13. "A Bad Year for Tomatoes!"

• 5/6-5/7. Jefferson Choral Society.
The Jefferson Choral Society will present Faure Requiem at
Heritage United Methodist Church. 8 p.m. and 3 p.m.
Admission. (804) 847-1499.

The Bedford Little Town Players presents a comedy favorite at
the National Elks Home Theater in Bedford. Saturday, 8 p.m.,
Sunday, 2 p.m. $8 adult, $6 children. (540) 586-5881.

Celeb
it' s tim effto
Students and administration prepare for graduation
By Cindy Siegmund & Tara Williams, reporters

T

khe past three yearsflewby quickly
for senior John Poison, and now he
says goodbye to a close friend,
pours himself into his final research paper
and does many things that have become a
part of his daily life for the last time.
The realization has already set in that
this is the end of his time here at Liberty.
In a matter of days, Poison will pull on
his black gown and situate his matching
black cap, give a sigh of relief and join the
800 plus Liberty students celebrating this
momentous event at the 2000 graduation
ceremony.

Baccalaureate
As always, there is much activity
planned for graduation weekend. The festivities begin Friday, May 12, at 7 p.m. in
the Vines Center with the Baccalaureate
service.
This is a special religious service to
honor the students and their parents,"
Cheryl Sprouse, associate registrar, said.
Dr. Jerry Vines will give the Baccalaureate address. According to his Web site.
Vines has worked as a pastor for over 43
years, 18 of which were at his current
church, First Baptist Church in Jacksonville, Fla.

Vines, who is originally from Carrollton,
Ga., received a bachelor's degree in arts at
Mercer University, a bachelor's degree in
divinity from New Orleans Theological
Seminary and a doctorate in theology from
Luther Rice Seminary.
Vines has served as president of the
Alabama Pastor's Conference, the Southem Baptist Pastor's Conference and the
Southern Baptist Convention. He is currently the chairman for the Board of
Trustees at LU.
Vines and his wife Janet have four children: Joy, Jodi, Jim and Jon.
Along with Vines, Chancellor Dr. Jerry
Falwell, President Dr. John M. Borek, Jr.,
Dean of the Liberty Baptist Theological
Seminary, Dr. Danny Lovett, and Dean of
the School of Religion, Dr. Elmer
Towns.will be speaking at the Baccalaureate service.
The Chamber Singers, the Sounds of
Liberty and the Liberty University Concert
Band will provide special music for the
evening.
A reception for all graduates in the
Schilling Center will follow Baccalaureate.
According to Sprouse, the reception will
honor the students, their families and their
close friends.

FILE PHOTO

HONORARY RECEPTION - Graduates and faculty members from the communications program enjoy refreshments at the department's annual reception.

scottromanoski

My posBude/swan

song for college
Well, here it is — my swan song,
postlude or whatever you want to call
it.
Last week. I left those of you staying
behind with a reflection of what 1
learned in college. So this week, I have
to do something different.
There's not much that I could share
that would be heavy, deep and real.
Very little would make any type of
impact on anyone's life.
I also don't want to do the typical
last words to the institution that most
people would probably not even read,
lei alone remember.
So, after much brainstorming
(which actually began in December,
when 1 found out 1 would have this

mam
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post), I came up with what follows. 1
hope you enjoy it.
Customary at the end of an academic year, the institution awards students accolades for accomplishments.
I thought it would be appropriate for
me to give awards to those faculty
members who went above and beyond
the call of duty for me during
my tenure here.
So hear it goes.
The Scott Romanoski
Certificate of Merit goes
to three professors, Dr.
Troxel, Dr. Nuske and Dr.
Anderson.
Dr. Troxel graciously put
up with me for three
semesters (that
deserves
something in
and of Itself)
and sat
patiently
through my

FILE PHOTO

SILLY STRING CELEBRATION - Members of the class of 1999 rejoice at the conclusion of four years of education and celebrate the
beginning of a new stage in their lives.

Commencement
Liberty's 27th Commencement Exercises will take place Saturday, May 13, at
10 a.m.
According to Sprouse, 1,630 students
are eligible to participate in the May 2000
ceremony. Of that 1,030 are currently resident or EDP students, and the other 600
received their degrees in September or
December of 1999. More than 800 of those
students will participate in the ceremony.
Dr. Tony Evans will deliver the commencement address. He is the senior pastor and co-founder of the 4,000 - member
Oak Cliff Bible Fellowship in Dallas, Texas.
According to his Web site, Evans is also
founder and president of The Urban Alternative, an organization that seeks to bring
spiritual renewal through churches in
America.
He also has a daily radio show, "The
Alternative with Dr. Tony Evans," which is
broadcast in over 250 stations in the U.S.
and more than 40 countries world-wide.
Evans has been chaplain for the NFL
Dallas Cowboys and is now chaplain for
the Dallas Mavericks basketball team. He
has written 17 books and spoken at
Promise Keepers, Bible conferences and
crusades around the world.
Evans earned a bachelor's degree from
Carver Bible College. He also earned a
master's in theology and a doctorate in the-

camera competency exam (which
lasted about an hour and a half) when
I used absolutely no technical terms.
Dr. Nuske h a s served a s my adviser
for several semesters. While only having one class with her, I've spent many
hours in her office trying to figure out
what I want to do the following semester and then with my life (which, by
the way, 1 still don't have a clue).
Dr. Anderson good-naturedly
got me through statistics (on the
first try). Patiently she explained
everything to me many times.
(Believe me, stats wasn't pretty.)
Now for the Scott Romanoski
Medal of Merit.
These professors have
had me for four semesters. They are Dr.
Captain, Dr. Matthes
and Mr. Witham.
Dr. Captain stressed
the importance of
excellence and putting

ology from Dallas Theological Seminary.
Evans and his wife, Lois have four children: Chrystal, Priscilla, Anthony, Jr. and
Jonathan. Evans' son Anthony is a graduating student at LU.
The Commencement Chorus, the Concert Band and the Chamber Singers will
provide special music.
Falwell will address the graduates and
their families, while Borek will give the
charge to the graduates. Falwell, Borek
and the college and school deans will present the candidates and confer the degrees.

Reflecting Back
As commencement draws near students
often reflect back on their time at Liberty.
"I think the thing that I'm really going to
remember is the people - the friends that I
made here. This is a good university, and
IVe learned a lot. But it's the people who
make a place," Poison said.
"I have gained a lot of friends that I really
feel close to. It's hard to build relationships
in this short oftime,but it's amazing how
college does that - how college spurs you
on and helps you to grow friendships."
Graduating senior Sarah Sevarino
wouldn't trade her four years at Liberty for
anything. Not only did she meet her future
husband but she grew in many ways.
"I came in here and in the last four years
I have learned so much - not just spiritu-

forth the best possible personal effort
for all work in his classes. I've heard
that these are good lessons for life
after college.
Dr. Matthes has sat patiently along
side the organ at Heritage United
Methodist Church every Monday for
the past two years listening to my mistakes and encouraging me count and
watch rhythms, while trying to instill
confidence in me.
Mr. Witham taught all but one of the
classes in my minor. He has had the
unfortunate luck of listening to me in
several oral presentations and seeing
me as a frequent visitor to the cubical
known as his office (or as he has
referred to it, "the commune").
Now for my awarding of the Scott
Romanoski Medal of Honor.
This particular professor has put up
with me on a daily basis for the past
five semesters. (Now, just as a side
note, 1 didn't have to repeat any
classes. These were all separate

ally or academically - but about myself,"
Sevarino said.

Looking Forward
What comes after graduation? For many
it's returning home. For others it's the
beginning of an adventure in a new place.
For some it is job offers; for others it's temporary unemployment. But for all graduates, it's a new phase in their lives - a new
beginning - the future.
For Poison, it means returning to Colorado to teach junior high and work in his
youth group.
"I'm really excited to go home because
I'm ready to get involved in ministry. I feel
that God has used this time to prepare me,
but now it's time to go home, get out of the
classroom and start experiencing and
learning practically for real life," Poison
said.
"You can't live in the past or in the
future; you have to live in the present.
Right now I'm still here and so I'm trying to
live every day to the fullest... but I have to
move on and do what God has prepared
me to do."
Sevarino isn't sure about where she will
be working, but she is excited about finding what God has planned for her.
"I'm going to miss Liberty and I have
loved my time here. But I'm definitely ready
for a new chapter," Sevarino said.

courses.)
She has regularly given me guidance, advice and encouragement. This
professor has been available almost
any hour of the day to give help.
She knows how to start a Monday
morning the right way - treating the
Champion staff to breakfast. She also
makes incredible Cincinnati Chili.
The Scott Romanoski Medal of
Honor goes to the Champion Adviser,
Mrs. Huff.
Most of the professors I've had (there
are a few more I would like to mention,
but space does not permit me), especially in my two majors, that have
made an impact on my life.
To all of them, I give my most heartfelt thanks and 1 hope to make them
proud with my accomplishments in
the years ahead.
I'm going to miss filling these 20 column inches every week. Hopefully,
someone enjoyed them.

mmmmmi
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Lynchburg summers provide something for everyone
By Michelle Kennedy, reporter

A

s summertime draws near, thoughts of long
days spent outdoors while enjoying good
. food and tall glasses of cold lemonade run
through one's mind. But for those individuals tired
of the same old backyard barbecuing, never fear.
The Lynchburg area has a variety of activities to
enjoy.
Beginning May 13, the Lynchburg Fine Arts Center will present "State Fair," a Rodgers and Hammerstein production. The musical has been a classic for many years and appeals to both young and
old.
"Everybody at one point or another has gone to a
state fair... it's a wonderful family experience."
Mary Brumbaugh, executive director of the LFAC
said.
"State Fair" will run through May 28 and will
offer five evening performances and two matinees.
Friday and Saturday shows begin at eight and the
Sunday matinee begins at 2 p.m. Call (804) 8463804 for more information.
Individuals can also listen to classical music in a
cultural environment at the E.C. Glass High School
Auditorium on May 7. Known for their exceptional
performances, the Lynchburg Symphony Orchestra will present a "Mother's Day Medley," which will
include various pieces such as "Elizabethan SereSHAUNCHELGREEN
nade" and "Four Cornish Dances."
'CHILLIN' AT THE PARK' - Liberty students take advantage of Lynchburg's parks. Whether it's leisurely lying on the lawn, soaking in the rays, or enjoying their favorite
For individuals who prefer the feel of the wind in
novel, these girls have the right idea.
their hair and the sun on their face, Lynchburg
and the surrounding areas offer several scenic and
where individuals can go for nature-loving fun.
Becky Chittum, sales manager at the Natural
the old nine iron and tee off.
recreational places to visit as well.
The Natural Bridge also offers beautiful hikes
Bridge Inn and Conference Center.
"Colonial Hills is a nice course and is reasonably
near waterfalls and other outdoor activities. A little
A volunteer at the Smith Mountain Lake ChamVisitors will surely enjoy the experience of seeing priced," senior Chip Stallings said.
ber of Commerce said. "People come out to the lake piece of history can be learned as well. Described
this natural wonder and the "Drama of Creation"
Among some of the other choices for great golfing
to see It and enjoy all the activities it has to offer."
by Thomas Jefferson as "undoubtedly one of the
show, which occurs nightly at the Natural Bridge.
are Cedar Hills Golf Club, Colonial Hills Golf Club
According to its Web site, the man-made lake
sublimest curiosities in nature," the Natural Bridge
"The light and sound show is about the creation
and Poplar Forest (only nine holes).
was created by the damming of the Roanoke River
is one of the finest historical landmarks in the
of earth as recorded in the book of Genesis," said
If an individual enjoys watching sports rather
at Smith Mountain Gap and covers 20,000 acres of nation.
Chittum.
than participating in them, then the Merritt
land.
Discovered by the Monacan Indians, the bridge
Another scenic wonder worth visiting is the
Hutchinson Stadium (formerly Lynchburg City
Activities on the lake Include fishing and boating, has become a "sacred site" to the Indians, claiming
Peaks of Otter. The Peaks consist of three mounStadium,) is the place to be. Spectators will enjoy
and local marinas provide both boat and ski-doo
it as a "gift from God." A replica of a Monacan
tains and a lake known for its great fishing opporwatching America's favorite past time as the Hillrentals for those who do not own their own recreIndian Village is in the process of being built and
tunities. Not only can individuals enjoy a relaxing
cats baseball team winds up for another great seaational vehicles. Other fun activities Include golfshould be finished in 2003 or 2004. The village will day of fishing but they can challenge themselves to
son.
ing, camping and airplane rides over the lake area.
show visitors what life was like for the Monacans in a vigorous hike on one of the many trails.
As long as you are is resourceful and take advanSmith Mountain Lake is located about 30 miles
the 1700s.
For those Individuals who do not enjoy fishing or
tage of what Lynchburg has to offer, the summer
southwest of Lynchburg.
"We get approximately 200,000 visitors yearly,
hiking but still enjoy the outdoors, Lynchburg has
months can be fun no matter where one decides to
Smith Mountain Lake is not the only place
but more tourists visit in the summertime," said
several golf courses where one can go to raise up
spend those sunny summer days.

Grsfdutfte Schools

Guide offers graduate advice
By Shontae Craig, reporter

Wondering if graduate school is right for you?
Those interested in two more years of academic
pleasure
need inquire. To get you started Liberty
Schools of Engineering
Schools of Business
1. Massachusetts Institute of Technology
University's
Career Center offers a resource entitled
1. Harvard University
2. Stanford University
Graduate School Guide: A comprehensive guide to
2. Stanford University
Schools of Law
3. University of California-Berkeley
Doctoral. Masters. & Professional degree programs.
3. University of Pennsylvania
1. Yale University
4. Georgia Institute of Technology
4. Massachusetts Institute of Technology
The guide displays a cross-reference section listing
2. Stanford University
5. California Institute of Technology
5. Northwestern University
colleges and universities, which offer graduate
3. Harvard University
degrees in 52 fields of study.
4. New York University
There are nearly 1,000 graduate and professional
Schools of Medicine
Schools
of
Education
5. Columbia University
schools in the guide providing Information about
1. Harvard University
1. Harvard University
tuition, degrees offered and majors. E-mail and World
2. Johns Hopkins University
2. Stanford University
3. University of Pennsylvania
Wide Web addresses are also Included.
3. Teachers College, Columbia University
4. Washington University in St. Louis
4. University of California-Berkeley
Postcards are provided in the guide for students to
5. Columbia U. College of Physicians & Surgeons
5. University of California-1^is Angeles
use when requesting more information about a speNote;
cific graduate program.
U.S. N&ws and World Report based its rankings on student test scores,researchexi>efic§tufes and reputation ratings drawn
The guide also offers up-to-date information about
from inside and outside of aoademJa.
Sourae . a& Kews & Warl<1 Repor, AprU , 0 . 2m
meeting the costs of graduate study for residents of

the United States and Canada.
For those students who need money, the guide
offers information on financial aid and grants.
According to the guide, financial aid Is based on a
student's calculated financial need.
The guide also tells of ways to maximize your
chances of receiving aid from these various sources.
• First, apply to schools with strong programs in your
area of interest.
• Secondly, find out what schools have received
research money from large corporations and apply to
them. This money is commonly awarded in place of
scholarships.
If you think graduate school might even be a slim
possibility for you-don't forget, you need to pass the
Graduate Record Examination first.
Career Center Director Karin Griffin, said students
should talk with the chairperson and dean of their
specific field to find out whether or not a graduate
degree is even required in your chosen career path.

Local AGO chapter recruits organists with Pipes and Pizza
By Justin Ridge, reporter

T

, he pipe organ is synonymous
with large sanctuaries and classic hymns. Many Lynchburg
residents have the opportunity to hear
these impressive instruments In historic, nearby churches.
The search for new organists in
churches Is never-ending due to the
older age of most players. On May 23,
the Lynchburg chapter of the American
Guild of Organists will hold its first
Pipes and Pizza for New Organists.
"We are trying to spark an organ
interest In young keyboard players,"
Dr. Sandra Matthes, dean of the
Lynchburg chapter said.
There are many organ Jobs available
here in Lynchburg."
The Pipes and Pizza event will be held
to find young keyboard players and
hopefully get them Involved in playing
the organ.
The Pipes and Pizza event will begin
at 6 p.m. and the supper will be held
Inside an organ at the United
Methodist Church on Court Street.
The organ was chosen specifically for
this event. Matthes, who is also a Liberty music professor, believes the
organ at Court Street is the perfect
pick because the organ Is large enough
to walk into and stand in.
Matthes says, "It's the nicest organ in
Lynchburg."
Along with the dinner at the church,
a walk-through tour of the organ will
be held.
"Many people Just see the outside of

the organ, but the intricate workings of
a pipe organ take place on the inside,"
Sonna Selpp, coordinator of the Pipes
and Pizza event said.
Selpp Is also a chairperson of the
Lynchburg Chapter of the American
Guild of Organists.
"Different members head up different
events and this event fell on my turn,"
Seipp noted. The events that the Guild
holds are chosen
through a
44 ———————^——

through tour of the organ , the group
will go to a local organ shop on Holllns
Mill Road. At the shop, the group will
observe how organs are built.
And as Matthes said, "Most pipe
organs are custom jobs."
Due to custom buildings, pipe organs
are very expensive. "It's easy to spend a
half a million dollars on an organ."
Matthes and Seipp are both very
excited about the Pipes and Pizza
event.
"When you
committee.
We are trying to spark an
offer
pizza,
Seipp
organ
interest
in
young
keyyoung
people
believes that
come out of the
young people board players ... When you
need to be
woodwork,"
aware of the offer pizza, young people come Matthes said.
pipe organ.
The turnout of
out of the woodwork.
"Too many
-Sandra Matthes this first time
young people
Dean, Lynchburg chapter event will deterdon't have
mine if the
American Guild of Organists organization will
the chance to
hear pipe
M hold the Pipes
organ
and Pizza event
music," Selpp said.
again.
The Lynchburg Chapter of the AmeriEven though it's their first attempt at
can Guild of Organists has more than
such an event, Matthes Is optimistic.
30 members and there are many chap"Other chapters have held similar
ters across the country.
events to Pipes and Pizza and have had
"One chapter in New York has 200
great success."
members," Matthes said. "There are
With the increasing amount of organ
about seven to eight chapters in VirJobs becoming available, Matthes and
ginia."
Selpp hope the Pipes and Pizza event
According to Matthes, the purpose of
will provide organists to fill empty
the Guild is to provide organists for
positions.
churches, as well as to encourage the
Those interested in more information
education and excellence of organ
and reservations on the Pipes and
music.
Pizza event should contact Matthes at
After the pizza dinner and walk582-2289.

JESSICA PETEKSUN

'PIPES AND PIZZA PICK' - The organ at United Methodist Church on Court Street was
specially chosen for the event because of its walk-in capabilities.
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Track: finishes strong

Pitching woes in the MLB
By Tim Holland, reporter

thanks in large part to
Bob Gibson and his 1.12 ERA
in 1968 (also not so coinclWith the novelty of this
dentally the last year that a
year's baseball season wearpitcher won thirty games), the
ing oft", it comes to no one's
game
of baseball decided to
surprise that the Yankees and
lower
the mound and level the
Braves have emerged as the
playing
field for both pitchers
most dominant teams in their
and
hitters*
While that may
respective leagues thus far.
have
been
appropriate
at the
As I'm writing this article,
time,
it
should
be
readily
the Braves are on an 11-game
apparent now that it is time
winning streak and the Yanks
for a change.
have stayed with their winBud Selig and Co. should
ning formula.: great pitching
also address the problem of
and clutch hitting. Two
the "juiced* baseball.
pleasant surprises have been
While baseball manufacthe Chicago White Sox and
turers continue to argue that
the St. Louis Cardinals.
he ball is not "juiced," the
It Would be refreshing to
numbers don't lie. It isn't an
see some one other than the
accident that Sosa and Big
Indians win the American
Mac combined for 136 home
League Central for once.
runs in 1998, and then folWhile these teams have
lowed that
enjoyed
act with 128
the luxury
last season,
of solid
lean
pitching
C \ 0 M > l E N T A R \ remember
staffs, the
what a big
same cannot be said of many
deal it was in 1990 when
of the rest of he teams in
Cecil Fielder hit 51 dingers,
majorLeague baseball this
and yet that number seems
yearminiscule now since 60 has
Balls have been leaving the
been surpassed four times in
park at an alarming rate this
the past two seasons.The
season, and home runs per
numbers
will only continue to
game are up two times what
escalate
as
long as the status
they were only a few short
quo
remains
intact.
years ago.
If this is what the baseball
While no one (save my
roommate and a few select
hierarchy wanted In the first
other baseball "purists")
place, why don't they just
wants to see a 1-0 game every
start playing with aluminum
day, I don't think that everybats and tennis balls?
one enjoys seeing slugfests on
Some pitchers have even
complained that the seams of
a da% basis either.
the ball are so impacted, they
While it is true that pitcharen't even able to throw their
ing has been "watered down,"
pitches correctly.
and pitchers aren't as techniNow don't get me wrong,
cally sound as they once
no one likes to see a Mark
were, the game of baseball
McGwire moon shot as much
could help them out In a few
a s l d o . I just think that the
ways-:.
game would be more competiFirst, they could raise the
tive and enjoyable with a few
mound again.

Continued from page 12

JOHN FISHER

GO, GO, GO— Rebecca Parsons races ahead of the competition in the 4x800m relay at the Penn Relays.

school record time of 1:38.99 seconds
in the prelims. They finished sixth In
the finals with 1:39.43 seconds.
"We could have done so much better
in the finals," Shiffer said.
According to Shiffer, the relay team
missed two handoffs, stopped to make
sure they had the baton, then restarted, which resulted in the slower time.
In other events, Maryanne Mulkey
competed in the heptathlon for the
Flames. She finished seventh with a
score of 4,169 points.
With the school year drawing to a
close, the track team continues to set
its sights on the future. This week,
the Flames travel to Fairfax, Va.,
where they will compete in the George
Mason Invitational.
Liberty will head up to Princeton,
N.J. on May 18-21 for the prestigious
ECAC/IC4A Championships.
Tolsma has set high standards for

the meet. The men's team not only
wants to claim the top spot, but they
also look to accumulate an unprecedented 100 points in the competition.
The women's team seeks to grab 20
points and break into a top 20 finish
for the first time in school history.
Three Liberty decathletes, Johnson,
Jones and Howell, are currently
ranked among the top 15 in the
nation.
Johnson is ranked fifth, Jones is
seventh and Howell sits at 1 5 ^ .
Tolsma expects all three athletes to
make the final cut for nationals.
Decker, to date, has not reached the
NCAA qualifying standard in the 400
meter. Tolsma attributes that to the
inclement weather this season and
said that the All-American should
have no problem qualifying for the
national championship meet.
Come July 14, watch for Decker as
he represents Liberty at the USA
Olympic trials in Sacramento, Calif.

Joo guns for NCAA tournament spot
By Doug Stewart & Kevin Adamson
In the world of collegiate athletics, sports such as football and
basketball generally reign
supreme and are known as the
most competitive.
However, many other sports
that are less publicized are also
fighting for position as the season ends and the championships
are in due sight.
One such sport is golf. As most
college golfers are winding down
their seasons, a select few will
continue to compete in the highly
competitive NCAA tournaments.
The shear numbers that are
involved in college golf indicate
that the chances of getting into
the NCAA tournament —
whether individually or as a team
are extremely difficult.
However, Liberty standout

Young Joo has an outside shot to
do so. Joo would be the first LU
golfer to qualify for the NCAA
regionals.
Joo, who has held a 71.6
stroke average in the spring season, has been the key ingredient
to arguably Liberty's best season
in team history.
According to LU head coach
Frank Landrey, Joo has become
a great player and is deserving of
the opportunity of making it to
the regional qualifiers.
"Yong has the potential to be
the best player to ever come out
of Liberty. He has broken many
records and still has another
year to polish his skills," Landrey
said. For Joo to go to the NCAA
individuals, he first has to receive
an at large bid for the regional
qualifier tournament. This selection is based on individual per-

formance during the fall and
spring seasons combined.
Both teams and individuals
selected are from four different
districts — 1,2,3 North and 3
South. Liberty is one of 48 teams
that play in District 2. Only four
of those 48 will be selected to
represent the district.
Liberty's district does not have
any individuals that get in to the
regionals through qualification
by team affiliation. Only by way
of an at large bid can grant an
LU player the dream of playing in
the NCAA's.
"When Yong's name is submitted as one of the five best players
from District 2 who are not
already going on a team, he will
be compared to thefivebest from
all of the districts," Landrey said.
Landrey also stressed that Joo
would be able to successfully

represent Liberty
at the NCAA's.
"It would be a great privilege
for Yong to move on to the individual tournaments. I think he
would be a great reflection of
both well," Landrey said.
The East regionals will be a
three-day, 54-hole event and will
be held on May 18-20 at the
Glen Maura National Golf Course
in Moosic, Pa.

Stu sizes
Come check out our

upLU

eautiful Apartments

t

•On bus line
•2 full bathrooms
All appliances
•Dining room

Athletics
2000.

•Huge floor plan
•Balcony
•Walk-in closets
•2 & 3 bedrooms
starting at $400

y Fall Semester
2000, the campus
of Liberty University
will be completely
hard-wired.
What does this
mean to you?

Windsor Terrace

Read his column

APARTMENTS

Tate Springs

on page 12.

Road

d e of L a n g h o m e R d . f r o m G e n e r a l

Hospital)

346-4319

Congratulations
Nursing Graduates!
from
Microsoft campus agreement
means current software
always on-campus
software for YOU
when you are
enrolled, and take
it with you when you graduate:
Windows, Office, and more.

'
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CHINESE A N D CONTENENTAL CUISINE

Every night is seafood night I
Snow crablegs - Fish - Mussels - Shrimp cocktails

LMNCH $5.25

©DNNEIR

No tuition increase; 2000/2001
$150/sem for residents,
$125/sem for commuters

Mon.-Thurs. 4-9:30 pm
Mon. - Sat. 11 am-3 pm
6 0 1 5 FORT. AYE
Lynchburg, VA
Fort Hill Shopping Center

FrJ.~Sun. $8.99
Sun. 12 pm-9 pm
TEL (804) 832-1198

student files, e-mail,
network security

one time fee
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Future looks bright for LU track
By Devon Parks, asst sports edtor

Mtctrcu-E WARNER

COULONT HIT THAT WITH A BED SLAT •
attemptingtosit bint down.

An LU pitcher whizzes a pitch by a George Mason batter

Baseball: fails to GMU
On Wednesday. the Flames fell 13-9toGeorge
Mason. LU starting pitcher Darren Adams allowed
five runs In the first and one itt the second Inning.
Adams held George Mason scoreless in the third
arid fourth Intstogsbefore being relievedtothe fifth.
The Patriots continued their offensive assault
taking aT1-9 lead toto the sixth inning.
Meanwhile, the Flamesfifthand sixth was highlighted by two, two-run homers by Trey Milter and
Jay Sullenger.
GMU proceededtoshut down Uberty through
the rest of the game and held onto the 13-9 win.
The Flames drop to 23-17 on the season after
their BlgSouth Conference series this past weekend, liberty will return hometoplay Virginia Tech
on May 3.

Continued from page 12
inning pushed the lead to 2-0, both teams went
scoreless for the next three frames.
m the top of the seventh, Steve Baker singled to
rightfieldand and was advanced by a John Bona
ground out Later In the Inning Baker scored as
well as his teammate Sullengertosecure the 5-0
victory.
The second game was not as successfulforthe
Flames as they were no-hit by UNCA sophomore
pitcher Jason Walker Walker pitched his way to
the record books rajust hisfirststart of the season.
Liberty attemptedtoput a haulttothe no-hitter
when Butler hit into a double play In the bottom of
the seventhtogive the Bulldogs the third out as
well as the 5-Owln.

MINDBOGGLE
j

o

PLAY any game of your
choice FREE with this

^

coupon.
MlNDBOGGLE
O

<3L

Mindboggle Video Arcade
River Ridge Mall

^

Some people say that variety is
the spice of life. If that is the case,
then Liberty's track and field team
is the spiciest sport around.
With high-profile athletes such
as Michael Decker, Ken Howell,
James Johnson and Robin
Williams, it is no wonder why Liberty's track team continues to
achieve success year after year.
What about the other 75 members of Liberty's track team? As a
team, they compose one of the best
track programs In the East Individually, they are all climbing
through the rankstoreach the top.
Several of these individuals are
worth more than a mere glance
and rightly deservetohave their
names in the spotlight
One such athlete is freshman
thrower Kylene Helman. The
Greencastle, Pa. native is proving
to be one of thetopJavelin throwers
on the East Coast
As a high school athlete, Helman
was ranked 12th in the nation
among all high schooljavelln
throwers. She finished third in the
event at the prestigious Perm
Relays, and was a two-time MidPennsylvania champion in the
Javelin and the discus.
Having chose nottocompete In
the Indoor season, Helman turned
some heads at the Coastal Carolina University Invitational. On
her first attempt In the Javelin, she
became the first athlete this season
to qualify for the outdoor ECAC
meet
It may not have been the throw
alone that turned heads, although
at 137 feet, six Inches, and a new

Internet Millionare Shares
Secrets to Internet MILLIONS
Call 1-800-478-0032 for a 24-hour
recorded message
Then call:
(804) 237-4916
For FREE training.

($1 value, with coupon, limit one per person per day)
Expires 5/31/00
Sunday through Thursday Only

m

CLEAN
LUBE
SERVICE CENTER

RAG$ TO RlCHE$

10 Minute Oil Change
Wednesday Student/faculty Day $3 Off
• 18 p o i n t

I nspection

• Transmission
• Tire

• Automatic

Soft

$3° t ?

Necessary
Cloth

Car Wash

LU

jewelry, furniture.

w<

o

Get 2 0 % off all clothing
(except denim)

Full Service
Oil Change
not j;o<>cl with Any oilier offer
expires 5/15/00 5 Quart Limit
8503 - rimberlake Road
237- 5771

Need Money?
Cash paid for clothing, housewares,

• No Appointment

Stop.Go.PemuolU

Open: MON. - FRI
SAT. 8 - 5

8-6
17629 Forrest Road
385-7573

(804) 385-4722
2126B Lakeside Dr.
Lynchburg, VA 24501
Take 501 N, and take right at the first traffic light.
Rag$ to Rlche$ Is located behind Clements
Auto Parts on the right!

$30.00
5 visits
10 visits
20 visits
30 visits

$10,00

$20.00
$30.00

$50.00

ces Guaranteed!
American Ixerclse Gym
Only $ * 5 a m o n t h
-no contracts
- n o down pay m i n t s

45-8169
014

Memorial Ave.,

ynchburg

24501
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The Possibilities
and women of all ages
want to look and feel their best.
But sometimes unwanted body or
facial hair can make that difficult.

An advanced laser hair
removal system, using a
patented process called TKS™
(Thermokinetic Selectivity™),
destroys hair follicles without damaging the skin.
Now you can remove unwanted hair from the face,
arms, legs, back, shoulders, bikini line.
It's a precise, gentle approach to hair removal,
without the inconvenience that is common with
other methods -and it's available in our office.
Call 947-3993 today for more information, or
to schedule a confidential consultation.

BLUE

RlD G E

EAR, NOSE, THROAT
& PLASTIC SURGERY

Putt-Putt
Golf * V i d e o Games
G o - K a r t s * B a t t i n g Cages

8105Timberlake Rd.
237-7888

Ibrestbrook
Newly Re-modeled
Large Floor Plans
3 BR Apartments
2 Full Baths & Pool
Only $167 per roommate
Phone: 239 - 0088
220 McConville Rd
Lynchburg, Va. 24502

TCBV" Tfeate
Wards Rd at Candler's Mtn.
832-7477

2 Great Names Come
Together!
54 Putting
Holes

Kelly's Magic Tanning Salon
Now One Month Unlimited

Flames into the next century.
During Anderson's high school
years he participated in track, but
was initially recruited as a basketball player.
Anderson excelled in high
school, winning the state championship in the high and long Jumps
his Junior year and the long Jump
again his senior year.
"Nick didn't really have a coach
and he had a lot of raw talent," said
Bingham. "I watched him Jump
well over 6-8, in the high Jump and
he has the potential to go a lot
higher."
This season Anderson has continued to soar for the Flames. He
finished first in the indoor long
Jump in the Big South andfifthin
the triple Jump.
Just recently, Anderson won the
high Jump event in the Big South
atUNC-Asheville.
Currently Anderson is looking
ahead to the IC4A championships.
He has already qualified to compete in die long Jump and is within
a quarter inch of qualifying for the
high jump.
"I know the best is yet to come,"
Anderson concluded.

2321 Atherholt Road • Lynchburg • (804) 947-3993

Service

Rotation

school record, it could have.
The boisterous scream that
erupted from Helman's small body
left a lasting impression on the
crowd who stopped with curiosity
to watch the rest of the javelin
competition.
"I was really pleased (at qualifying for ECAC's). It came as a shock
to me that I qualified," Helman
said.
Helman has struggled since her
first meet this season, and is working to find her groove since finishing second in the Big South.
"I have to keep working hard for
ECAC's because that's a really big
meet I'm going to be coming up on
a lot ofgood competition.''
"Shell do fine," assistant coach
Lance Bingham said. "She Just has
to put it all together."
Nick Anderson has a quiet manner about him. Standingjust over
6 feet tall, Anderson shyly nods his
head and smiles at his teammates
as he makes his way to the runway.
He is a focused, serious Jumper.
One who says little, but leaves a
lasting impression with his performances, Anderson can lead the
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New football logo unveiled
By Rich Armstrong & Doug Stewart
When Liberty's new head
football coach Ken Karcher
stepped onto the LU campus, It
was apparent that he
wanted to get the student body Involved In
the team.
Karcher showed by
planning a "football
logo contest" that
encouraged the LU
students to liven up
the current bland helmets that
Liberty sports. Karcher
addressed the students In convocation with the details of the
contest.

He explained that the
designer of the winning logo
would receive a new helmet and
a trip to Tampa, Fla. to watch
the Flames take on South
Florida on
October 2 1 .
Throughout
the entire
month of
April, students have
been submitting their
ideas for the new design. The
overall response from the students was minimal, but the purpose of the contest was
achieved.

The winner and the unveiling
of the new Insignia took place on
Saturday afternoon at half time
of the annual spring scrimmage.
The winner, who was picked
by the LU coaching staff, was
freshman Josh Wledenroth. The
Boston, Mass. native did not
envision his artistry to win. "It's
surprising, I really didn't expect
this," Weidenroth said.
"I spent about a week and a
half experimenting with different
drawings, ideas and colors."
The Flames will sport the new
helmets on Sept. 2 as they take
on East Tennessee State In the
home opener.

Softball seniors reflect on career
By DJ Jordan, reporter
As the rest of the graduating
student body walks across the
stage on May 13, senior softball
players Leslie Inge and Krlsti
Hanna will be competing in the
Big South Tournament in Conway, S.C.
The two seniors have known
for a few years that they would
have to miss their graduation
d u e to the Big South Conference
Tournament
Instead of Dr. Falwell handing them their diploma it will be
the LU head coach Paul Wetmore.
Coach Wetmore will honor
them In a team ceremony in
their hotel, along with their family and friends.
"I hate it that we can't be at
graduation. It's such a big thing.
I j u s t want to walk across that
stage to shake Jerry's hand. I
want to do it so bad but we have
to play," Hanna said.
According to Inge, a missed
graduation could be made up

TED NEUMANN

spring scrimTAKE THAT — Two LU defenders aggressively take down their fellow teammate during Saturday's
mage. The Blue team dominated the majority of the scrimmage.

Football: preps for fall

season. "We started off with a
bang at the beginning of the
season with wins against teams
Continued from page 12
like Maryland. But we haven't
played to our full potential since
series.This gave the defense an edge by combining for
then," Inge said.
2 8 points in scoring, due to preventing scoring
Both Inge and Hanna came In opportunities.
As for the offense, much was shown at quarteras freshmen just wanting to
| back. The front runner in the quarterback position
contribute to the team.
"I have always wanted to go I turned out to be 6 - 2 , 2 0 2 pound sophomore Biff Par1 son.
out and glorify the Lord and I
After throwing one touchdown pass to Greg Lang
think I did t h a t I think I can
In the first half. Parson proved himself worthy again
walk away off the field in a couby throwing another to 5 - 9 , 1 8 6 pound Junior Travis
ple of weeks knowing that I
Burns from 2 0 yards o u t
don't have any regrets," Inge
said.
Defensive Coordinator Dennis Danielson with
help from University president Dr. John Borek
"It is very obvious that God
showed examples of what Is to come next fall, by
brought me here for a reason.
coaching the defense to force a total of seven
My years have been a learning
turnovers.
experience," Hanna said. "As far
Interceptions were plentiful as the Flames had six
as softball is concerned I think I
on the day, one of which was pulled down by Randy
have done by my part in helping
Ford and returned 25 yards for a touch down.
the team win. I would really like
to win a championship this
Freshmen Andre Jerry from Virginia Beach, Va.
year."
grabbed two Interceptions while junior's Randle
With only four regular season State, Tracey Burns and Nick Stock all recorded one.
The Blue team which dominated throughout, was
games left, the play of these two
led by Junior and defensive player of the game Daryl
seniors makes that goal a defiCherry. Cherry tallied a total of eight tackles accomnite possibility.

for by a Big South crown.
"It Is going to be bad to miss
graduation but it will be worth it
if we win the championship,"
Inge said.
The Lady Flames currently sit
atop the Big South standings
with a (30-25, 7-1 BSC) record.
Inge, who shut out Radford
last Friday, has led LU with a
19-10 record and a 1.74 ERA
through 201.1 Innings.
Despite missing five weeks
with a broken hand, Hanna has
contributed to this team defensively also.
She has a .938 percent fielding percentage and her 4 0
assists this year have made her
the all-time assists leader in LU
softball history.
Hanna first thought that he
Injury would be season ending.
"It was extra innings and
when I bunted the ball, my hand
broke. I really thought that softball was over," Hanna said.
The two senior leaders
haven't been entirely impressed
with the play of the team this

panied with one quarterback sack.
According to Karcher, the scrimmage alluded to
the fact that his team needs to make adjustments at
each and every position.
"Our first focus of improvement is to the offensiveline. We have a long way to go before we get to the
level that we want to be but you have to start somewhere," Karcher said.
Karcher also explained the importance of individual players stepping up to take the team to the next
level.
"Talent must be established on this team for it to
go far. It is true that we will be working hard through
training and scribing in order to achieve our ultimate
goals on the field," Karcher said.
"However, our goal as an entire coaching staff is to
help our players develop a strong relationship with
Christ If that is done, then my coaching staff s job is
complete," Karcher said.
After the game Coach Karcher spoke to the team.
He talked about the team's improvement and followed that up by saying the team needs to set goals,
both for this summer and for next season.
The football team will play its home opener on
Sept. 2 at Williams Stadium against East Tennessee
State.

Everyday 4$Pi
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C l a s s i f i e d s
Rates:
Open/Commercial

Business Hours:
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Deadline:
4:30 p.m.
8 days prior to
publication

Attention Getters
Bold 1st line
Large 1st line (12 pt) . .1 time charge
XLarge 1st line (14 pt) .1 time charge

$3.67 - 1st 15 words
240 each word over 15

Student/Faculty Rate*:

(804) 582-2128

$2.75 - 1st 15 words
180 each word over 15
*Non commercial only.

n/c
$1.00
$1.50

Symbols
Small (10 pt)
Large (12 pt)
XLarge (14 pt)

1 time charge
1 time charge
1 time charge

500
$1.00
$1.50

Champion Special:**
40% off after first run of ads with 3 or more runs.
**Rates only apply to local or student/faculty. NO CHANGES.
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F • r

ale

1993 Chevy Deretta- 3.1 litre 6
cylinder, automatic transmission,
am/fm stereo, red exterior, gray interior, runs good condition, asking
below NADA Blue Book price:
4,675. Asking only 3,700 Call 2376627
Murray Bicycle, 15 speed, excellent
condition, white color, Sale price:
$85, Call 237-6627

Help

Wa»ted

Internet Jobs for all Majors:
Aroundcampus.com is looking for
student representatives with strong
communication skillsto help launch
our new personalized, online community for your campus. Work
directly with professors & students
to promote the effective use of the
internet. Flexible schedules for Fall
and Summer. Full training provided.
Fax resumes to (610)940-1520 (attn.
HR Director) or apply online at
www.aroundcampus.com/jobs.

Help

Symbols to choose
Stars: • • •
Checks: • • •

WaatecM

A College Student's Dream Job!!!
Great pay with flexible hours and no
transportation needed. We are seeking part time employees. Pick your
own schedule. We will train you. If
you have a clear speaking voice and
need a great job, call 582-1585 or
582-1587 or come by and fill out an
application: B&B Presentations,
523 Leesville Road, Lynchburg.

Summer Sales Internships
Earn $3,00O-$7,OO0+ gain valuable
business experience selling yellow
page advertising in your official
University Telephone Directory.
Excellent advertising/sales/public
relations challenge. Great resume
booster! Nationally recognized
training program. Call Jeff at
College Directory Publishing 800466-2221 x.470

F • r

Re * t

House for Rent 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
2 minutes from LU Call Bob
Shoemaker 832-2917

<classifieds>

[HirrrsMrrr

Crosses: t t t
Hearts: V W
Arrows: » • > •

F e r

Re»t

Furnished 1 bedroom main level
apartments. Newly redecorated.
Includes microwave and refrigerator. All utilities included. $300.00 a
month
Charming upstairs 1 bedroom apartment. New carpet, vinyl and paint.
All utilities included except electricity. $325.00 a month... for both
apartments call 237-3703 leave
message. 1 year lease no pets.

Miscellaneous
18yr old Swedish girl looking for
room and board, looking for christian home with youth close to her
age. Call Phyllis Thornton for details
804-528-5566
Recieving payments on residential
or commercial property you sold?
Want cash for bills, investments or
fun? We buy owner-financed morgages. 1-888-576-6992
Need to make up a semester of christian service credit? Want to do it this
summer? Call
Family
Polcy
Network
525-3197,
ext 2.
"www.familypolicynetwork.org"

Up toSeeand
Including
store for details.

t^lCI
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BASEBALL

J

SOFTBALL

• 5/3 VTech at LU, 3
• 5/4 North Carolina, 7 (at
Hillcats Stadium)
• 5/6-7 Coastal Carolina at
LU, 1 (doubleheader), 2

Sports

• 5/llClemsonatLU,4

• 5/5 Winthrop at LU, 3
• 5/6 East Carolina at LU, 2

TRACK & FIELD
• 5/6 George Mason
Invitational at Fairfax, Va.
• 5/11 Liberty Twilight
Qualifier at LU, 3

Liberty takes two from UNCA

JL.

P JkJ
dougstewart

Go team Go
Well, this is Stu's last week of
holding the title of sports editor for
the Champion. Don't worry; I'm not
going to talk about times past. I'm
not even going to cause all of you to
tear up, hold hands, light candles
and singKum Ba Yah. I'm just
g/iingto talk sports.
Anyway, with the end of the
semester drawing near, I began to
reflect on the overall success or
lack thereof of our athletic teams
this year. As I began to think about
the records of the teams and transactions that have occurred in the
off-season, 1 came to realize that
99-00 was a pretty good year for the
red and blue.
To break it down. Liberty fields
ten different school-sponsored programs. Three of those teams (WBTjall, Track & Volleyball) have won
the Big South championship and
two more have gone to the conference finals and lost (W & M soccer).
That's pretty impressive.
Add into the equation that our
softball and baseball teams still
have a chance to win the Big South
this spring and you have 50 percent of our teams that have won
their respective conference championship.
I know that the Big South isn't
the cream of the crop, but look
around, this is Liberty not Florida
St. This is good competition for us
and we are dominating the conference for the most part. Now that's
something to stand up and wave
your pompoms about.
Our combined record this year is
143-101.
I'm not one to take the time to
figure out the winning percentage.
That's up to you mathematicians,
but that is a good record.
Teams such as football (4-7) and
tennis (3-12) have negatively
affected the record. However, the
luture looks somewhat less bleak
for these teams as football has
hired a great coaching staff and
tennis has a good group of players
that might help them a bit.
By the way, give Coach Ken
Karcher and his staff four years,
and Liberty will be competing for
the Division l-AA crown annually.
Remember where you heard it boys
and girls.
Now that that has been said,
let's turn our attention to soccer.
Our men's team can't quite get
over the hump and win the Big
South. But being that it is coach
Bill Bell's final year at the helm, I
like our chances, Coach Bell will
turn over the whistle in style next
year. The women's team turned a
total 360 this year. Now that the
Lady Flames have stepped out of
medlocracy, they are poised to
make run at winning the BSC in
the fall.
The Lady Flames b'ball team did
its thing again this year and will do
it again next season as well.
We may have lost the Big Three
but we have the Really Big Three
back to block shots and take
names. As for the men, J don't know
what everyone is complaining
about. We went from 4-23 to 14-10.
To improve by 10 games in D-J athletics is truly an accomplishment.
Congrats to all of our athletic
teams. It looks like sports at LU will
have a bright future.

MAY

By Brooke Herrmann, sports editor

2
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Like many of Liberty's games this season, Friday's matchup against the University of North Carolina at Asheville was
rescheduled for Sunday due to a rain out.
The change of date did not seem to affect
LU as the Flames exploded for 15 runs and
19 hits en route to a 15-2 shelling of UNC
Asheville. The Flames (26-18,11-5 BSC) got
two homers from Trey Miller, one from Keith
Butler and Matt Hagan to lead Liberty to the
divisional cake-walk over the Bulldogs.
Brian Harrell (6-2) went seven strong
innings and only allowed five hits, one run
and struck out two for the win.
LU put the game away by scoring eight
runs in the fourth inning to go on top 11-0.
Miller, Hagan and Butler all homered in the
inning, while Chad Bryan drove in three
runs with a bases-loaded double.
Liberty was able to come away with a

2split
0 0of Saturday's doubleheader with the

°
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Bulldogs. The Flames won the first game 50, but lost 3-0 in the second game.
In Game 1, pitcher Dan Valentin turned
in yet another shut-out pitching performance this season. The junior power-hurler
pitched a complete game three-hitter, while
striking out a career high 15 batters.
Valentin and LU combined to put the
clamps on the opposition as a UNCA
baserunner never reached third base
throughout the nine inning affair. The win,
stretched Valentin's impressive record to 61 on the year.
In the first inning the Flames immediatelyjumped on the scoreboard when Joey
Monahan was walked and then stole second base. Jay Sullenger doubled to left center driving home Monahan.
After a Keith Butler sacrifice fly in the 3rd
Please see BASEBALL, page 10

MICHELLE WARNER

"GOOD EYE, KID" — A Liberty batter stares down an errant pitch in last week's action
against George Mason on Wednesday.

Howell sets pace at Penn Football

plays annual
spring
scrimmage

By Devon Parks, asst. sports editor

Liberty's track and field team
completed another successful
week of competition at the Penn
Relays in Philadelphia, Pa.
Ken Howell highlighted the
competition for the flames, winning the decathlon with a score
of 7,156 points.
Howell became the first Liberty decathlete to win the
decathlon championship at
Penn since Ryan Werner
in 1995.
After winning the 110-meter
hurdles and pole vault and finishing second in the discuss
and javelin, Howell jumped
from fourth place to first. Howell held on to the lead for the
rest of the decathlon.
Ramsey Moore also competed in the decathlon and finished third with 6,818 points.
In other events, the men's
shuttle hurdle crew of Howell,
Brian Ballard, James Johnson
and Josh Jones finished eighth
overall in 59.40 seconds.
Jeremy Howe jumped 46-7.5 in
the triple jump, good enough
for ninth place in the Eastern
Division.
The relay teams fared well
overall. The men's distance
medley relay team of Dan Orr,
Ted Key, Chris Polukis and
John Khan ran a season best
time of 10:08.
In the 400 meter relay,
Grover Gaddy, Michael Decker,
Brannan Duncan and Jeremy
Wagner grabbed fourth place
with 41.19 seconds in the IC4A
division.
Decker anchored the 1600meter team of Duncan, Jones
and Samuel Brunt to a preliml-

By Tarant Judge, reporter

JOHN FISHER

I BEUEVE I CAN FLY — Ken Howell soars to a first place finish in the 110meter high hurdles at the Penn Relays. '

nary time of 3:10.98, their
fastest time this season. They
crossed the line in seventh
place in the finals.
"We had our share of ups
and downs," Coach Brant
Tolsma said."
It was a mixed bag. It was
great to get a decathlon winner
again, but we were tired by the
last day with the (bad)
weather."
On the women's side, Andrea
Wildrick led the way for the
Flames. Wildrick'finished sec-

ond in the pole vault with a
j u m p of 12'.
"1 felt bad for Andrea
because she was so close to
winning," Tolsma said.
Stephanie Maugham of
Rhode Island, also clear 12 feet,
but snagged the victory over
Wildrick on misses.
The women's 800-meter
relay of Janelle Shiffer, Kodi
Pollard. Christina Schlesinger
and Panthera Seyraore set a

Going into Saturday's annual spring scrimmage,
Liberty's football team knew all along that there
would be growing pains that came along with the
entirely revamped coaching staff.
As new head coach Ken Karcher takes over the
program, he does not expect to face tremendous
pressure to win immediately. However, that hasn't
stopped Karcher from applying pressure on himself.
"Is this the year where we can expect the ultimate
to happen, such as winning a National Title— however you define that," Coach Karcher asked " probably not, but we are getting closer to the answer."
Karcher heads into his first season at Liberty with
a proven defense. Of the 57 returnees next season,
27 are defense. The Flames looked for much
improvement and achievements from the defense
this spring and they got it.
The kickoff of the 26th annual Red and Blue
spring game was held this past Saturday at Williams
Stadium. The game matched the defense against the
offense.
According to Karcher, there are two reasons that
he decided to come to Liberty.
"We are here to help players develop a strong relationship with Christ and to establish a National
Championship team," Karcher said
The first series of the game started off with the
defense of the Blue team scoring off a returned fumble by 6 foot, 2 inches, 240 pound freshman Matt
Mays.
The next series showed an establishment of the
offense. Biff Parsons threw a 55- yard pass to freshman Greg Lang to even the score at seven.
After all was said and done the defense stole the
show entirely. T*iey earned two points every time
they prevented the offense from scoring during each

Please see TRACK, page 9
Please see Football, page 11

LU softball sweeps Highlanders
By Leneta Lawing, reporter

MICHELLE WARNER

BRING IT ON — First baseman MeredRh Hollyfield
waits for a grounder in action against Radford.

After a much-needed rest last week,
Liberty University's softball team traveled to Radford Friday in a Big South
Conference matchup. Liberty (30-25,
7-1 BSC) swept the doubleheader, 8-0
and 17-3.
After remaining scoreless through
the first three innings, Liberty got on
the board in the top of the fourth.
Junior first baseman Meredith Hollyfield connected for a homerun, driving
in junior outfielder Amy Csider and
giving the Lady Flames the 2-0 lead.
Liberty struck again in the top of the
filth on a two-run double by Meredith
Hollyfield, giving the Flames a 4-0
lead.

The Lady Flames would not stop
there. An RBI double by freshman
shortstop Cheryl Wyrick in the sixth
and three more runs in the seventh
gave the Flames an 8-0 victory.
Radford (7-43, 1-3 BSC) jumped out
to an early 1 -0 lead in the first inning
of game two.
Liberty would score its first run in
the top of the second when freshman
second baseman Amanda Goc hit a
single, driving in Hollyfield.
Already up 3-2 the Flames added
seven runs in the fourth as Cheryl
Wyrick and Kristi Hanna picked up
RBI doubles to highlight the inning.
The Lady Flames would not let the
lire go out, scoring seven more runs in
the fifth to Radford's one. Liberty

claimed the 17-3 fifth inning victory
and junior Amy Csider picked up the
win.
"Csider was able to pitch five
innings," coach Paul Wetmore said.
"That's not to say that she will be
ready to pitch more coming off the
injury."
Liberty will host Winthrop May 5 at
3 p.m. and East Carolina May 6 at 2
p.m. before traveling to Conway, S.C.
May 12-14 for the Big South Conference tournament.
"We're in first place (in the Big
South) alone right now. Winthrop is a
conference game and determines who
will have the first place position in the
Big South," Wetmore said.
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